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INTERVAL SHEFFER STROKE BASIC ALGEBRAS

T. ONER1, T. KATICAN2, A. ÜLKER3, §

Abstract. In this paper we deal with Sheffer stroke basic algebras A = (A; |), and we
define the operations |a, |b, |ba for any elements a, b ∈ A in such a way that ([a, 1]; |a),
([0, b]; |b), ([a, b]; |ba) become also Sheffer Stroke basic algebras, respectively. Subsequeutly,
we show that these interval Sheffer Stroke basic algebras on a given Sheffer Stroke basic
algebra A = (A; |) verify the patchwork condition.
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1. Introduction

The Sheffer stroke operation (|) was primarily given by H. M. Sheffer [10]. This op-
eration attracted many researchers’ attention because any axiom in Boolean algebras is
expressed via only this operation [12].

Thus, many rearchers wish to apply such a reduction to several algebraic structures
such as orthoimplication algebras [13] and sheffer stroke basic algebras [11], etc.

We give definitions and notions about sheffer stroke operation and basic algebras in
second section, and we search for an answer to question that how the new operations can
be defined on a given interval to obtain a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra in third section.

2. Preliminaries

We give the following fundamental notions.

Definition 2.1. [2] Let A = (A; |) be a structure. The operation | is called a Sheffer stroke
operation if it satisfies the following conditions:

(S1) x|y = y|x,
(S2) (x|x)|(x|y) = x,
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(S3) x|((y|z)|(y|z)) = ((x|y)|(x|y))|z,
(S4) (x|((x|x)|(y|y)))|(x|((x|x)|(y|y))) = x.

If additionally it satisfies the identity

(S5) y|(x|(x|x)) = y|y,
it is called an ortho Sheffer stroke operation.

Lemma 2.1. [2] Let | be a Sheffer stroke operation on A and ≤ be the induced order of
A = (A, |). Then

(i) x ≤ y if and only if y|y ≤ x|x,
(ii) x|(y|(x|x)) = x|x is the identity of A,

(iii) x ≤ y implies y|z ≤ x|z for all z ∈ A,
(iv) a ≤ x and a ≤ y imply x|y ≤ a|a.

The Sheffer Stroke basic algebras were introduced in [11]. They redefine basic algebras
by using only the Sheffer Stroke operation.

Definition 2.2. [11] An algebra A = (A; |) of type (2) is called a Sheffer stroke basic
algebra if it satisfies the following identities:

(SH1) (x|(x|x))|(x|x) = x,
(SH2) (x|(y|y))|(y|y) = (y|(x|x))|(x|x),
(SH3) (((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(z|z))|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z))) = x|(x|x).

Lemma 2.2. [11] Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra. Then there exists an
algebraic constant element 1 ∈ A and A = (A, |) provides the following identities:

(i) x|(x|x) = 1,
(ii) x|(1|1) = 1,

(iii) 1|(x|x) = x,
(iv) ((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(y|y) = x|(y|y),
(v) (y|(x|(y|y)))|(x|(y|y)) = 1.

Theorem 2.1. [11] Let A = (A;⊕,¬, 0) be a basic algebra. We define x|y := ¬x ⊕ ¬y.
Then (A; |) is a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra.

Corollary 2.1. [11] Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra with the least element
0 and the greatest element 1. Then (A;∨,∧0,0 , 0, 1) is a lattice with an antitone involution.

3. The Interval Sheffer Stroke Basic Algebras

The first systematic concept for the interval basic algebras is introduced in [5]. Since
the Sheffer Stroke basic algebras are obtained by means of basic algebras, we put forward
a question how the new operations can be defined on a given interval to get a Sheffer
Stroke basic algebra again. In this section, we answer this question.

Lemma 3.1. Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra. Then the relation ≤, called
an induced order of A, satisfies the following properties:

(1) the relation ≤ defined by

x ≤ y if and only if x|(y|y) = 1

is a partial order on A such that 0 is the least element of A and 1 is the greatest
element of A,

(2) x ≤ y implies that (x|x)|(z|z) ≤ (y|y)|(z|z),
(3) x ≤ y if and only if y|y ≤ x|x,
(4) y ≤ (x|x)|(y|y),
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(5) 1|(x|x) = x.

Proof. (1) The relation ≤ is reflexive by Lemma 2.2(i). Let x ≤ y and y ≤ x. Then
x|(y|y) = 1 and y|(x|x) = 1. By Definition 2.2(SH2) and Lemma 2.2 (iii), we
obtain

x = 1|(x|x) = (y|(x|x))|(x|x) = (x|(y|y))|(y|y) = 1|(y|y) = y.

Hence, the relation ≤ is anti-symmetric. Let x ≤ y and y ≤ z. Then x|(y|y) = 1
and y|(z|z) = 1. By Definition 2.2(SH3) and Lemma 2.2 (iii), we get

1 = (((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(z|z))|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z)))
= ((1|(y|y))|(z|z))|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z)))
= (y|(z|z))|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z)))
= 1|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z))),
= x|(z|z),

that is, x ≤ z. Thus the relation ≤ is transitive. As a result, the relation ≤ is a
partial order on A, and we get x ≤ 1 for each x ∈ A by Lemma 2.2(ii) and 0 ≤ x
for each x ∈ A by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.

(2) If x ≤ y, i.e. x|(y|y) = 1, then by Definition 2.2(SH3) and Lemma 2.2 (iii) we have

1 = (((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(z|z))|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z)))
= ((1|(y|y))|(z|z))|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z)))
= (y|(z|z))|((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z))).

Hence, we have y|(z|z) ≤ x|(z|z) by (1). Substituting simultaneously (x|x)
instead of y and (y|y) instead of x in the last inequality, we get (x|x)|(z|z) ≤
(y|y)|(z|z).

(3) (⇒) : Assume that x ≤ y. It implies that (x|x)|(z|z) ≤ (y|y)|(z|z). We have
(z|z)|(x|x) ≤ (z|z)|(y|y) by Definition 2.1(S1). Substituting simultaneously 1 in-
stead of (z|z), (y|y) instead of x, and (x|x) instead of y in the last inequality, we
have 1|((y|y)|(y|y)) ≤ 1|((x|x)|(x|x)). Hence, (y|y) ≤ (x|x).
(⇐) : Suppose that (y|y) ≤ (x|x), that is, (y|y)|((x|x)|(x|x)) = 1. Then we write
((x|x)|(x|x))|(y|y) = 1 by Definition 2.1(S1). Since (x|x)|(x|x) = x by Definition
2.1(S2), we get x|(y|y) = 1, i.e. x ≤ y.

(4) We get

y = 1|(y|y) ≤ (x|x)|(y|y)

by substituting simultaneously 1 instead of y, (x|x) instead of x, and y instead of
z in y|(z|z) ≤ x|(z|z).

(5) Since (A; |) is a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra, we have

1|(x|x) = x

by Lemma 2.2(iii).
�

Lemma 3.2. Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra, and ≤ be the induced order
of A. Then (A,≤) is a lattice where

x ∨ y = (x|(y|y))|(y|y)

and

x ∧ y = ((x|x) ∨ (y|y))|((x|x) ∨ (y|y)).
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1(4) and Definition 2.2(SH2), we obtain x ≤ (y|(x|x))|(x|x) = (x|(y|y))|(y|y)
and y ≤ (x|(y|y))|(y|y). Thus, (x|(y|y))|(y|y) is an upper bound for x and y. Let x, y ≤ z.
Then by Lemma 3.1(2), Definition 2.2(SH2), and Lemma 2.2(iii), we get

(x|(y|y))|(y|y) ≤ (z|(y|y))|(y|y) = (y|(z|z))|(z|z) = 1|(z|z) = z.

Therefore, (x|(y|y))|(y|y) is the least upper bound for x and y, that is, x∨y = (x|(y|y))|(y|y)
is the supremum of x and y.

As a consequence of Lemma 3.1(2) we have that x ∧ y = ((x|x) ∨ (y|y))|((x|x) ∨ (y|y))
is the greatest lower bound for x and y, that is, x ∧ y = ((x|x) ∨ (y|y))|((x|x) ∨ (y|y)) is
the infimum of x and y. �

Theorem 3.1. Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra, and ≤ be the induced
order of A and a ∈ A. We define an operation |a on the interval [a, 1] by

x|ay := x|((y|(a|a))|(y|(a|a)))

for all x, y ∈ [a, 1]. Then ([a, 1]); |a) is a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra.

Proof. Let x, y ∈ [a, 1]. Then a ≤ y ≤ x|((y|(a|a))|(y|(a|a))) = x|ay by Lemma 3.1(4).
Thus, |a is a binary operation on [a, 1]. We call that

x|ax = x|((x|(a|a))|(x|(a|a))) = ((x|x)|(x|x))|(a|a) = x|(a|a)

by the definition of |a, Definition 2.1(S2) and (S3). We show that axioms (SH1)-(SH3)
hold:

(SH1) : By Lemma 3.2 we get

(x|a(x|ax))|a(x|ax) = (x|(((x|(a|a))|(a|a))|((x|(a|a))|(a|a))))|
(((x|(a|a))|(a|a))|((x|(a|a))|(a|a)))

= (x|((x ∨ a)|(x ∨ a)))|((x ∨ a)|(x ∨ a))
= (x|(x|x))|(x|x)
= x.

(SH2) : By Lemma 3.2, we have

(x|a(y|ay))|a(y|ay) = (x|(((y|(a|a))|(a|a))|((y|(a|a))|(a|a))))|
(((y|(a|a))|(a|a))|((y|(a|a))|(a|a)))

= (x|((y ∨ a)|(y ∨ a)))|((y ∨ a)|(y ∨ a))
= (x|(y|y))|(y|y)
= (y|(x|x))|(x|x)
= (y|a(x|ax))|a(x|ax).

(SH3) : By Lemma 3.2, we obtain

((x|a(y|ay))|a(y|ay))|a(z|az) = ((x|(((y|(a|a))|(a|a))|((y|(a|a))|(a|a))))|
(((y|(a|a))|(a|a))|((y|(a|a))|(a|a))))|
(((z|(a|a))|(a|a))|((z|(a|a))|(a|a)))

= ((x|((y ∨ a)|(y ∨ a)))|((y ∨ a)|(y ∨ a)))|
((z ∨ a)|(z ∨ a))

= ((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(z|z). (a)

By Lemma 3.2, and x|ax = x|(a|a), we get

(x|a(z|az))|a(x|a(z|az)) = (x|a(z|az))|(a|a)
= (x|(((z|(a|a))|(a|a))|((z|(a|a))
|(a|a))))|(a|a)

= (x|((z ∨ a)|(z ∨ a)))|(a|a)
= (x|(z|z))|(a|a). (b)
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By Lemma 3.2, we have

x|a(x|ax) = x|(((x|(a|a))|(a|a))|
((x|(a|a))|(a|a)))

= x|((x ∨ a)|(x ∨ a))
= x|(x|x). (c)

By using (a), (b) and (c), and Lemma 3.2, we get

(((x|a(y|ay))|a(y|ay))|a(z|az))|a(x|a(z|az))|a(x|a(z|az)) = (((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(z|z))|
((((x|(z|z))|(a|a))|(a|a))|
(((x|(z|z))|(a|a))|(a|a)))

= (((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(z|z))|(((x|
(z|z)) ∨ a)|((x|(z|z)) ∨ a))

= (((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|(z|z))|
((x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z)))

= x|(x|x)
= x|a(x|ax).

�

Corollary 3.1. Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra, a, b ∈ A and a ≤ b. Then
we have

x|by = x|a((y|a(b|ab))|a(y|a(b|ab))) (PC)

for all x, y ∈ [b, 1].

Since the induced lattice of A = (A; |) is patched up from its intervals, (PC) is called
the patchwork condition.

Theorem 3.2. Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra, and ≤ be the induced
order of A and b ∈ A. We define an operation |b on the interval [0, b] by

x|by := ((x|x)|b)|((y|y)|b)

for all x, y ∈ [0, b]. Then ([0, b]); |b) is a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra.

Proof. We have known b|b ≤ (x|x)|((b|b)|(b|b)) = (x|x)|b and b|b ≤ (y|y)|((b|b)|(b|b)) =
(y|y)|b by Lemma 3.1(4) and Definition 2.1 (S2). Then x|by = ((x|x)|b)|((y|y)|b) ≤
((b|b)|(b|b)) = b by Lemma 2.1(iv) and Definition 2.1 (S2), that is, for all x, y ∈ [0, b]
we obtain x|by ∈ [0, b]. Thus |b is a binary operation on [0, b].

We show that axioms (SH1)-(SH3) hold:

(SH1) : We obtain

(x|b(x|bx))|b(x|bx) = ((((x|x)|b)|b)|((((x|x)|b)|b)|(((x|x)|b)|b)))|
(((x|x)|b)|b) (by (S1), (S3), and

(S2), respectively)
= 1|(((x|x)|b)|b) (by Lemma 2.2(i))
= 1|(((x|x)|((b|b)|(b|b)))|((b|b)|(b|b))) (by (S2))
= 1|((x|x) ∨ (b|b)) (by Lemma 3.2)
= 1|(x|x) (by Lemma 3.1(3))
= x (by Lemma 2.2(iii)).
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(SH2) : We obtain

(x|b(y|by))|b(y|by) = (x|(y|y))|(y|y) (by (S1), (S2), (S3),
Lemma 3.2, and Lemma 3.1(3))

= (y|(x|x))|(x|x)
= (y|b(x|bx))|b(x|bx).

(SH3) : To prove (SH3), we will give the following claims and their proofs:
Claim 1 Let x ∈ [0, b]. Then ((x|x)|b)|b = x|x.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.1(3), and (S2), we obtain

((x|x)|b)|b = ((x|x)|((b|b)|(b|b)))|((b|b)|(b|b))
= (x|x) ∨ (b|b)
= x|x.

�

Claim 2 Let x ∈ [0, b]. Then x|b(x|bx) = b.

Proof. By using Lemma 3.2, (S1) and (S2), and Claim 1, we obtain

x|b(x|bx) = ((x|x)|b)|(((x|x)|b)|b)
= ((x|x)|b)|(x|x)
= (b|(x|x))|(x|x)
= b ∨ x
= b.

�

Claim 3 Let x, y ∈ [0, b]. If x ≤ y, then (b|(x|x))|(y|y) = b.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, if x ≤ y, then (x|x)|b ≤ (y|y)|b, that is,
((x|x)|b)|(((y|y)|b)|((y|y)|b)) = 1. Thus, we have

(b|(x|x))|(y|y) = ((x|x)|b)|(y|y) (by (S1))
= ((((((x|x)|b)|(y|y))|(((x|x)|b)|(y|y)))|b)|b)|

((((((x|x)|b)|(y|y))|(((x|x)|b)|(y|y)))|b)|b) (by (S2) and
Claim 1)

= ((((x|x)|b)|(((y|y)|b)|((y|y)|b)))|b)|
((((x|x)|b)|(((y|y)|b)|((y|y)|b)))|b) (by (S3))

= (1|b)|(1|b) (by hypothesis)
= (1|((b|b)|(b|b)))|(1|((b|b)|(b|b))) (by (S2))
= (b|b)|(b|b) (by Lemma 2.2(iii))
= b (by (S2)).

�

From (SH2), we have alreeady known (x|b(y|by))|b(y|by) = (x|(y|y))|(y|y). Then,
by using (S2), and Claim 1, we get

((x|b(y|by))|b(y|by))|b(z|bz) = ((((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|((x|(y|y))|(y|y)))|b)|
(((((z|z)|b)|((z|z)|b))|(((z|z)|b)|((z|z)|b)))|b)

= ((((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|((x|(y|y))|(y|y)))|b)|(((z|z)|b)|b)
= ((((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|((x|(y|y))|(y|y)))|b)|(z|z). (∗)
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We get

(x|b(z|bz))|b(x|b(z|bz)) = (((((x|x)|b)|(((z|z)|b)|b))|(((x|x)|b)|
(((z|z)|b)|b)))|b)|(((((x|x)|b)|(((z|z)|
b)|b))|(((x|x)|b)|(((z|z)|b)|b)))|b) (by (S2))

= ((((z|z)|b)|b)|((((x|x)|b)|b)|(((x|x)|b)|b)))|
((((z|z)|b)|b)|((((x|x)|b)|b)|(((x|x)|b)|b))) (by (S1)

and (S3))
= ((z|z)|((x|x)|(x|x)))|((z|z)|((x|x)|(x|x))) (by Claim 1)
= ((z|z)|x)|((z|z)|x) (by (S2))
= (x|(z|z))|(x|(z|z)) (by (S1)). (∗∗)

By applying (*) and (**), we obtain

(((x|b(y|by))|b(y|by))|b(z|bz))|b((x|b(z|bz))|b(x|b(z|bz))) = (((((((x|(y|y))|(y|y))|
((x|(y|y))|(y|y)))|b)|
(z|z))|(((((x|(y|y))|
(y|y))|((x|(y|y))|
(y|y)))|b)|(z|z)))|b)|
((x|(z|z))|b) (by (S2))

= b (by (S1),
(S2), (S3),
Lemma 3.2,
Claim 1,
Claim 3)

= x|b(x|bx) (by Claim 2).

�

Theorem 3.3. Let A = (A; |) be a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra, and ≤ be the induced
order of A and a, b ∈ A. We define an operation |ba on the interval [a, b] such that

x|bay := (b|(x|x))|(((b|(y|y))|(a|a))|((b|(y|y))|(a|a)))

for all x, y ∈ [a, b]. Then A(a, b) = ([a, b]; |ba) is a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra.

Proof. ([0, b], |b) is a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra by Theorem 3.2 and a ∈ [0, b]. Then, by
Theorem 3.1 to the operation |b, we obtain

x|bay = x|b((y|b(a|ba))|b(y|b(a|ba))).

Thus, A(a, b) = ([a, b]; |ba) is a Sheffer Stroke basic algebra. �

Similarly, in the proof of Theorem 3.3, by applying Theorem 3.2 to the operation |a, we
get

x|bay = ((x|ax)|ab)|a((y|ay)|ab),

since ([a, 1]; |a) is the Sheffer Stroke basic algebra by Theorem 3.1.
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